FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
TikiLIVE now Shipping Preinstalled on Geniatech Android STB and Devices
MARATHON, FLA. July 9th 2015. The latest TikiLIVE Android APK (Android Package Kit) that includes a full
EPG (electronic programming guide) and over 120 channels of HD TV to be shipped with every model of
the latest Android Geniatech set top boxes and devices sold.





Each user will be allowed up to 10 hours of streaming content for no charge
Users will experience over 120 live Castnet CDN Channels and over 9000 VOD episodes
Users will be delivered the content via Level3 with content in adaptive bitrate streaming
Subscribers may upgrade their account and receive unlimited viewing per month of the channels
on televisions from all over the world.

“With Geniatech as a partner, users will be able to experience excellent streaming services of both live
IPTV / OTT TV as well VOD content on more than 1 million Android TV set-top boxes shipped per year,”
said Tim Green, Chief Information Officer of TikiLIVE. “With this key business partnership, TikiLIVE will
aggressively expand its content distribution reach to all corners of the world including LATAM, Pacific Rim,
Africa, South / Central America and the Caribbean.”
About TikiLIVE: TikiLIVE is an IPTV / OTT platform development and cloud hosting company that deploys
enterprise solutions while providing first in class hosting to its clients. The TikiLIVE team focuses on
delivering HD video, including both live streaming video and video on-demand (VOD). TikiLIVE provides its
users with a comprehensive set of tools for producing and managing their live HD streaming content.
More information about TikiLIVE is available at www.tikilive.com. To speak with someone directly, please
call 305-289-4557. Learn more by following this link: http://www.tikilive.com/features/iptv
Media Contact: Email: sales@tikilive.com

Facebook: TikiLIVE

About Geniatech: Geniatech Inc. is one of the globally leading ODM/OEM Android TV Solution and
Platform suppliers. Our product and services portfolio encloses smart IPTV OTT/STB solution`s and as also
smart hybrid OTT/STB solution`s with a full range of digital TV Tuner support. Our ODM/OEM service
provide smart OTT / IPTV STB Design`s based on Android and Linux, this portfolio is available on both form
factors, as Box, and as such as HDMI Stick. Geniatech Customer`s and Partner`s enjoy our advanced
services in customization and development capabilities to support there ECO System at is best with such
as: Industry Design, Hardware design, Electrical Design, Android/Linux software design and Middleware
Integration, APP/APK Application Design and Development, Middleware / DRM Integration, e.g. Microsoft
Playready, Verimatrix, Widewine Level 1/3 trusted video path and Manufacturing Services following
international quality standards.
Media Contact: Email: sales@geniatech.com

Facebook: Geniatechglobal
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